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a b s t r a c t
End-to-end TTS advancement has shown that synthesized speech prosody can be controlled by
conditioning the decoder with speech prosody attribute labels. However, to annotate quantitatively
the prosody patterns of a large set of training data is both time consuming and expensive. To use
unannotated data, variational autoencoder (VAE) has been proposed to model individual prosody
attribute as a random variable in the latent space. The VAE is an unsupervised approach and the
corresponding latent variables are in general correlated with each other. For more effective and direct
control of speech prosody along each attribute dimension, it is highly desirable to disentangle the
correlated latent variables. Additionally, being able to interpret the disentangled attributes as speech
perceptual cues is useful for designing more efficient prosody control of TTS. In this paper, we propose
two attribute separation schemes: (1) using 3 separate VAEs to model the real-valued, different
prosodic features, i.e., F0 , energy and duration; (2) minimizing mutual information between different
prosody attributes to remove their mutual correlations, for facilitating more direct prosody control.
Experimental results confirm that the two proposed schemes can indeed make individual prosody
attributes more interpretable and direct TTS prosody control more effective. The improvements are
measured objectively by F0 Frame Error (FFE) and subjectively with MOS and A/B comparison listening
tests, respectively. The scatter diagrams of t-SNE also demonstrate the correlations between prosody
attributes, which are well disentangled by minimizing their mutual information. Synthesized TTS
samples can be found at https://xiaochunan.github.io/prosody/index.html.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent advancement of neural TTS has demonstrated that it
can synthesize very natural, human-like speech (Arik, et al., 2017;
Ping, et al., 2018; Shen, et al., 2018; Sotelo, et al., 2017; Sun,
et al., 2020; Wang, et al., 2017; Yang, et al., 2020; Yang, Yang,
Zhu, Yan, & Xie, 2019). The trained neural TTS models usually
consist of an encoder–decoder neural network (Bahdanau, Cho,
& Bengio, 2015; Sutskever, Vinyals, & Le, 2014) which can map
a text sequence to a sequence of speech frames. Extensions of
these models have shown that various speech attributes, such
as speaker identity and emotional expression, can also be controlled by conditioning the decoder upon additional attribute
labels (Park, Zhao, Peng, & Ping, 2019; Wu, et al., 2019). Speech
prosody attributes, including: fundamental frequency (F0 ), energy and duration, are the key features for representing TTS
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prosody patterns (Wagner & Watson, 2010) which convey the
linguistic, semantic, and emotional components embedded in
speech. Explicit prosody control is highly desirable for producing
natural, expressive speech for more engaging TTS applications,
e.g., human–machine dialogue. Manual annotating a large set of
speech data for training a neural TTS is usually expensive and
time consuming. Recently, neural TTS model with a reference
encoder has received interests for prosody control (Skerry-Ryan,
et al., 2018; Stanton, Wang, & Skerry-Ryan, 2018). The idea of a
reference encoder based neural TTS is to learn the latent representations via a reference encoder to render the target prosody
in the synthesized speech. In Skerry-Ryan, et al. (2018), the authors augment neural TTS model with a reference encoder that
extracts a learned representation of prosody from acoustic input which allows a prosody transfer. Global style tokens (GST)
based model (Wang, et al., 2018) introduces a multi-head attention (Vaswani, et al., 2017) based style token layer to learn a small
but rich prosody information in multiple dimensions. In this way,
GST can control the prosody of TTS speech by providing style
tokens with the learned prosody.
Though the GST-based model (Wang, et al., 2018) outperforms
the reference encoder based structure (Skerry-Ryan, et al., 2018)
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in prosody control, independent modeling of prosody attributes
is still inadequate because of the covariant nature of attributes
in the multi-dimensional prosodic space. As a result, in GST,
a single learned token is insufficient in general for controlling
individual prosody attributes. The major issue of the token-based
approaches is that a mixture of prosody attributes needs to be
explicitly factorized for controlling the prosody independently.
To alleviate the above difficulty, the first author introduces
a hierarchical GST (H-GST) architecture (An, Wang, Yang, Ma,
& Xie, 2019) to learn multi-level, disentangled representations
to control synthesized speech prosody in coarse-to-fine granularities. Conceptually, H-GST model is an end-to-end training to
decompose the reference embeddings into a set of basis vectors
or ‘‘soft clusters’’ (style tokens) to facilitate appropriate prosody
control. However, even in H-GST, there is still no straightforward
way to sample utterances with varying prosody. The variational
autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma & Welling, 2014) based disentangled
representation framework (Hsu, et al., 2019, 2019; Zhang, Pan,
He, & Ling, 2019) has been proposed to model each variable by
discovering features and extracting the latent prosody attributes
from observed mixed attributes (i.e., speaker and the corresponding prosody style). VAE, like GST or H-GST, is still an unsupervised
and non-identifiable approach (Locatello, et al., 2019), which
makes it difficult to disentangle and to interpret individual latent variables for more explicit control. Instead, usually a rather
complex post-processing is needed to subjectively perceive the
resultant prosodic effects in each attribute dimension.
Since the individual attributes are entangled together, manipulating one attribute may affect other dimensions. Additionally,
the appropriate dimension of embedded latent space needs to
be set in a trial-and-error manner which can be time consuming
and database dependent. In such prosody control models, the
variability of prosody attributes mostly depends on the individual
attribute latent representations. As a result, such dispersion may
undervalue the importance of prosody attribute separation, resulting in its inability to independently control individual prosody
attributes. Therefore, the interpretable and independent control
over the individual prosody attributes in neural TTS needs to be
improved.
In this paper, we introduce two approaches for direct, independent control of prosody attributes in neural TTS. In addition
to independent prosody control, it can also make each individual
attribute more interpretable, both physically and perceptually.
Firstly we analyze the VAE-based disentangled representation
architecture, and show the importance of prosody attribute separation. We then introduce the real-valued, prosodic feature approach to enhance the interpretability and reliability of individual
prosody attribute control. Thus, the dimensions controlling the
individual attributes are determinate and aware, which does not
require complex post-processing to manually evaluate their corresponding meaning. This also avoids dummy dimensions and
improves the modeling capacity for individual attributes.
Besides, we find experimentally that there still exist representational entanglements in the individual attribute dimensions,
which can prevent independent control along individual prosody
attributes, despite that individual prosody contours are generated
independently. We further propose to add a mutual information
minimization estimation to enhance prosody attribute separation.
The mutual information minimization can disentangle individual
prosody attribute representations to facilitate independent, direct
prosody control. In this way, the independent representations of
individual prosody attributes are effectively generated to control
individual attributes. Experimental results show that the mutual
information minimization approach is more robust than the realvalued, prosodic feature method in independent control over
individual prosody attributes.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• To facilitate independent control of prosody attributes in
VAE-based, disentangled representations, we propose two
approaches to separate and decorrelate the prosody attributes: (1) replacing the traditional Mel-spectrogram features with more explicit and perceivably relevant prosodic
features, i.e., F0 , energy and duration, via separated VAE
modules; and (2) proposing a mutual information minimization procedure to further disentangle the covariant prosody
attributes. With the proposed approaches, time consuming
and expensive effort in prosody annotations of the training
data, discovery of the latent prosodic features and complex post-processing for identifying the relevant attributes
in VAE-based, disentangled representations are no longer
needed.
• The proposed attribute separation scheme provides an interpretable prosody control in disentangled dimensions where
independent control of pitch, volume and speech rate can
be performed effectively.
• Our approach outperforms the traditional VAE-based, baseline systems and the improvement is confirmed in both
subjective and objective tests. The resultant attributes are
interpretable and the performance is more robust than the
counterpart in the prior art. The TTS prosody can be controlled better along separated prosody attributes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the related prior works. In Section 3 we present the
TTS model architecture. In Section 4 we review the basic theory
of VAE for learning disentanglement of the attributes. In Section 5
we introduce the two proposed approaches to enhance the independence between different attributes for direct prosody control.
In Section 6 we present our experiments and the corresponding
results. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
2. Related works
As mentioned above, to prepare a large and well annotated
speech dataset for training is both tedious and expensive. To use
an unlabeled dataset, a reference encoder-based prosody representation (Skerry-Ryan, et al., 2018) has been proposed. It aims
at learning an embedding space of prosody from speech data directly in the training process. The learned embedding space, when
used as a condition in synthesis, can generate speech similar to
the prosody of the reference signal, even when the reference and
target speakers are different. However, the reference encoderbased TTS cannot control the prosody in a flexible manner. The
augments of the reference encoder are then proposed to perform
prosody control aside from prosody transfer, such as GST (Wang,
et al., 2018) and H-GST (An et al., 2019).
In GST model (Wang, et al., 2018) a multi-head attention
(Vaswani, et al., 2017) based style token layer is introduced to
enable the reference encoder to extract a small but rich varieties
of prosodic information in the training data. Given style tokens
can then be used by the model to control TTS prosody. But
single-token conditioning reveals that it is difficult to show how
much and what prosody embedding can be learned from a given
reference token. For example, one token may learn the speech
rate only while other tokens may learn a mixture of prosody
attributes that reflects the stylistic co-occurrence in an embedded
form. We have also found that a low-pitched reference token
may encode a slower speech rate in addition to its intrinsic pitch
variation.
In an H-GST architecture (An et al., 2019), by augmenting the
GST model with cascaded multiple style token layers with residuals, multiple-level, disentangled information can be learned.
Prosody control can then be performed in different granularities
by conditioning upon individual tokens in hierarchical style token
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(2019, 2019) and Zhang et al. (2019), individual VAE modules and
mutual information neural estimator are adopted for separating
prosody attributes. As shown in the figure, it contains 3 VAE
modules followed by a mutual information neural estimator, and
Tacotron 2 (Shen, et al., 2018) which includes a text encoder, a
decoder and a location-sensitive attention network (Chorowski,
Bahdanau, Serdyuk, Cho, & Bengio, 2015). The output of text
encoder is simply concatenated with the outputs of the 3 VAE
modules and fed them into the attention network. The attention
network then converts encoded sequence to a context vector for
each decoder output step. For consistency, we set all VAE modules
to be of the same structure. Each VAE module consists of a
reference encoder followed by two separated FC layers. Individual
prosody embeddings are separately generated by using their VAE
modules. The mutual information neural estimator is constructed
as a deep neural network (DNN) followed with two separated FC
layers. Through the mutual information minimization estimation,
we further make the three prosody attribute representations
independent of each other. Section 5.2 will introduce the detail
description of the mutual information neural estimator.
Following Fig. 3 in Section 5.1, durations of the phonemes
are obtained using the HTK state level forced alignment (Young,
et al., 2002) from the speech files. Then the total duration of
the phoneme is obtained by summing all state durations of the
corresponding phoneme. Frame number information is obtained
by dividing the duration of the phoneme by the frame shift. The
F0 and energy are respectively extracted by using the WORLD
vocoder (Morise, Yokomori, & Ozawa, 2016) from the aligned
wav files, which are then averaged over the phoneme duration to make them piece-wise constant for learning a better
distribution of each phoneme in model training. The duration
of each phoneme is one value, which is represented by using
the corresponding number of frames of each phoneme in our
training. This makes sure that F0 , energy and duration of each
phoneme are all aligned at the frame level (i.e., each frame
corresponds to its F0 and energy values). The generated framelevel prosodic features, F0 , energy and duration, are then fed
into the 3 separate VAEs to learn their corresponding latent
representations, respectively. With this arrangement, additional
annotation of prosody, discovery of new features and clustering in the latent space are no longer necessary. The VAEs can
generate separated, individual prosody attributes with enhanced
representational capacity. The outputs of 3 VAEs are simply concatenated with the text encoder output and then consumed by
a location-sensitive attention mechanism, which converts the
encoded sequence to a context vector for each decoder step, as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the outputs of 3 VAEs are first passed
through an FC layer to make sure the dimension equal to the text
encoder output before concatenation. The output of our system
is the Mel-spectrogram of the target speech. We use Parallel
WaveNet (Den Oord, et al., 2018) neural vocoder conditioned on
the Mel-spectrogram to reconstruct the final speech waveform.
The details of each individual component will be described in
Section 6.2.

Fig. 1. System overview. The thick dashed lines denote sampling via
reparameterization.

layers. By increasing the number of layers, a coarse-to-fine style
decomposition can then be obtained. Despite that the model can
achieve prosody control hierarchically, there is still no easy way
to sample token utterances of varying prosody.
Attempts have also been made to combine probabilistic latent
variable models trained with the stochastic gradient variational
Bayes (SGVB) (Akuzawa, Iwasawa, & Matsuo, 2018; Kenter, Wan,
Chan, Clark, & Vit, 2019; Rezende, Mohamed, & Wierstra, 2014).
These models use a fully unsupervised and non-identifiable approach, which also makes it difficult to disentangle or to interpret
their latent variables for control. In Hsu, et al. (2019), the authors
attempt to overcome this problem by using a Gaussian mixture as
the latent prior and to perform clustering in the latent space. And
in Battenberg, et al. (2019), a hierarchical latent variable model is
introduced to separate the modeling of style from prosody. However, all of these VAE-based disentangled representation methods
are fully unsupervised and the results can be hard to interpret
in the latent space or require complex post-processing. In addition, the latent variables only capture the salient attributes one
would like to control, leading to poorly independent control over
individual prosody attributes.
Recently, a semi-supervised generative model (Habib, et al.,
2020), which has been applied to the end-to-end based TTS, is
related to this paper. In Habib, et al. (2020), by providing partial
supervision to some of the latent variables, it is possible to force
them to be more consistent and interpretable. But this approach
still relies on the labeled attributes of speech, such as affection
and speech rate, and the labeled data-set is proprietary. Besides,
its research objective is to evaluate/demonstrate the efficacy of
semi-supervision rather than to control a particular prosody attribute. Motivated by the recent works, in this paper, we firstly
analyze the control process of VAE-based disentangled representation system and demonstrate the importance of independent
and direct control of prosody attributes. We then propose two
interpretable prosody attribute separation approaches for independent prosody control in an interpretable and reliable manner.
A series of experiments are designed to systematically analyze the
effectiveness of these methods.

4. VAE for disentangled representation learning
4.1. Reference encoder
As discussed above, the VAE architecture contains a reference
encoder and two separated FC layers. The reference encoder
encodes the prosodic features of a variable-length audio signal
into a fixed-length reference embedding. The architecture of reference encoder consists of a stack of six 2-D convolutional layers
cascaded with one unidirectional 128-unit LSTM layer. In our
experiments, different from Skerry-Ryan, et al. (2018), all LSTM

3. Model architecture
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the proposed approach
which incorporates the same Tacotron 2 network as in Hsu, et al.
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by reparameterization. DKL is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence (Bowman, et al., 2016).
Therefore, latent attributes are modeled as a mixture distribution, which facilitates automatic discovery of the latent attribute
clusters. The mixture parameters can be analyzed to find which
latent component corresponds to what prosody attributes as in
GST (Wang, et al., 2018).
4.3. Inexplicability of latent variables
Note that the approach is unsupervised and it is hard to disentangle or interpret the latent variables for more precise prosody
control without extensive subjective listening to the synthesized
speech. For the sake of direct, interpretable prosody attributes to
be controlled in the TTS effectively, a semi-supervised generative
model (Habib, et al., 2020) can be used for injecting partial supervision to certain latent variables. However, the method still relies
upon how to process many intractable speech attribute labels.
The intercorrelated nature of prosody attributes, e.g., pitch,
volume and speech rate, can make quantitative labeling or disentanglement of the components difficult.

Fig. 2. An example of internal modules in reference encoder.

states are used as output, and then are averaged to serve as the
reference embedding, which is better and more stable than that
in Skerry-Ryan, et al. (2018), where only the last state is used as
the reference embedding. The reference encoder is shown in Fig. 2
where the reference embedding output is:
z = avg(LSTM(stack(Conv2D(f ))))

5. Interpretable attribute separation for prosody control
Although the VAE-based disentangled representation model
(Hsu, et al., 2019) has shown its capability to disentangle speech
attributes, it is an unsupervised scheme and the latent attributes
are hard to interpret. As a result, only salient features can be
identified for prosody control because of the covariant nature of
the individual attributes. In speech prosody control, interpretable
speech attribute separation is critical for a more precise prosody
control. Our experiments in Section 6.3 will examine this phenomenon in detail. In this paper, we aim at finding perceptually
interpretable latent embeddings to facilitate independent and direct control of individual prosody attributes. If, like the VAE-based
representation model (Hsu, et al., 2019), we use a single VAE
module to encode all three, F0 , energy and duration, attributes in
a 3-D latent vector space via the reparameterization trick (Kingma
& Welling, 2014), the 3-D latent variables will be intrinsically entangled with one another. As a result, it will be difficult to prevent
any cross-attribute control effects from happening. In addition,
the perceptual association between the latent variables with the
original prosody attributes will be hard to define. In other words,
very likely one latent variable will be associated with more than
one original prosody attribute. Then, the approach will become
non-identifiable and no explicit interpretation of the latent embeddings can be obtained to guide the direct control of the
original 3 prosody attributes. Hence, here we construct 3 separate
VAEs to model the corresponding 3 prosodic features explicitly.
Then, we minimize the mutual information between any paired
VAEs to disentangle the cross-attribute correlations among any
paired VAEs. The prosody control mechanism along each attribute
is then explicit and direct. No more complex perceptual, postprocessing is needed to identify the corresponding perceptual
effects of the latent variables when the mutual information is
minimized between any paired VAEs. An independent and direct
prosody control along each targeted attribute is then feasible. In
this section, we will introduce these two methods for further
separation of interpretable prosody attributes.

(1)

where f is the input to the reference encoder, and z, the output of
the reference encoder. The output z is then fed into two separated
FC layers with 128 tanh hidden units to generate the mean and
standard deviation of the latent variables.
4.2. VAE-based disentangled representation
In training, the generative models in VAE (Hsu, et al., 2019)
are trained to learn the effects of different attributes by factorizing the latent prosodic variables. To achieve this, two latent
variables yl and zl are introduced in addition to the two observed variables, speech X and text yt . yl is a K -way categorical
discrete variable (e.g., speaker identity), named latent attribute
class, and zl is a D-dimensional continuous variable of the latent
attribute representation. Specifically, it is assumed that the prior,
p(yl ) = K −1 , to be a non-informative prior to encourage every
component to be included, and its conditional distribution is
a diagonal-covariance Gaussian with learnable means and variances p(zl |yl ) = N (µyl , diag(σ yl )). As a result, the marginal prior
of zl becomes a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with diagonal
covariances and equal mixture weights.
With this formulation, speech is now generated by conditioning upon the text yt , and a sample zl drawn from p(zl |yl ),
which is p(X|yt , zl ). Following the VAE framework (Kingma &
Welling, 2014), a variational distribution q(yl |X)q(zl |X) is used to
approximate the intractable true posterior p(yl , zl |X, yt ), which
assumes that the posterior of unseen attributes is independent
of the observed attributes. The mean and standard deviation of
q(zl |X) are parameterized by the above reference encoder network. q(yl |X) is configured to be an approximation of p(yl |X) that
reuses q(zl |X). The model is trained by maximizing its evidence
lower bound (ELBO) as follows:
L(p, q; X, yt ) = Eq(zl |X) [log p(X|yt , zl )]

− Eq(yl |X) [DKL (q(zl |X) ∥ p(zl |yl ))] − DKL (q(yl |X) ∥ p(yl ))

5.1. Real-valued, prosodic feature based representation
(2)
In a VAE-based disentangled representation model, the latent
variables cannot be easily separated, particularly when the perceived speech attributes may be highly intercorrelated in the

where q(zl |X) is estimated via Monte Carlo sampling approach
(Kingma & Welling, 2014), and all components are differentiable
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Fig. 3. A process of generating separated prosodic features.

attribute dimensions. However, the attribute disentangled representations usually play a critical role in prosody control. Inspired
by Sun, et al. (2020), we propose to use the separated prosodic
features, F0 , energy and duration, to keep the individual attributes
and their easy interpretability. Fig. 3 shows an example of generating separated prosodic features, whose details will be described
in Section 6.1. In Sun, et al. (2020), prosodic features are observed
to be extracted energy-duration-F0 order guided by scheduled
training across latent dimensions. But we have found it needs
to seek the representations of individual attributes by following
the order. This ignores the correlations between prosody attributes, and leaks partial attribute information to other attribute
dimensions, resulting in low interpretability and poor independent control. So we use real-valued, prosodic features, which
are the easiest conditional signal (relative cheap) and can be
better extracted from speech, to enhance the individual attribute
representation and interpretability.
To control prosody attributes in addition to the text yt , three
attribute variables, zp , ze and zd , are introduced to condition the
generative process, where zp models pitch attribute, ze models
volume attribute, and zd models speech rate attribute. Prior distributions for these variables are defined to be standard normal,
N (0, I). We modify the conditional generative model with three
attribute variables as p(X|yt , zp , ze , zd ), where X denotes speech.
Three variational distributions, q(zp |X), q(ze |X) and q(zd |X),
are introduced to approximate the intractable posteriors of the
attribute variables, following the VAE framework (Kingma &
Welling, 2014). Each distribution is defined to be a Gaussian with
diagonal-covariance, whose mean and variance are parameterized by the above recurrent reference encoder. We modify Eq. (2)
to model individual prosody attributes:

Fig. 4. An example of internal modules in DNN network.

prosody features are not enough to make their individual attribute representations independent. Secondly, our experiments
in Section 6.4.1 also show that there are representational entanglements in the individual attribute dimensions. They hinder
the resultant model from performing independent control over
individual prosody attributes. To achieve independent representations of individual prosody attributes, we further utilize mutual
information minimization estimation as additive bias in individual attribute variables, which makes individual attribute variables
solely focusing on their own attributes being captured.
Compared to the real-valued, prosodic feature based approach,
we can make the individual prosody attributes independent by
minimizing the mutual information in their attribute representations, zp , ze and zd , so that individual attributes do not
contain information from other prosody attribute dimensions.
However, it is not obvious how to compute and minimize the
mutual information between individual prosody attribute vectors.
At first, we briefly describe a recently proposed method (Belghazi,
Baratin, Rajeswar, Ozair, & Bengio, 2018) to estimate the mutual
information, then we present our novel application to minimize it jointly with the reconstruction loss. Following Belghazi
et al. (2018), the mutual information is a Shannon entropybased measure of dependence between random variables. The
mutual information, I(zp , ze , zd ), of prosody attribute variables,
zp , ze and zd , is equivalent to the KL divergence (Kullback &
Leibler, 1951) between their joint distribution, Pzp ,ze ,zd , and the
product of marginals, Pzp ∗ Pze ∗ Pzd , which can be written as:
I(zp , ze , zd ) = DKL (Pzp ,ze ,zd ∥ Pzp ∗ Pze ∗ Pzd ). The intuitive meaning
is clear: the larger the divergence between the joint and the
product of the marginals, the stronger the dependence between
individual prosody attribute variables. This divergence, hence the
mutual information, vanishes for fully independent variables.
Using this fact, the mutual information neural estimator
method constructs a lower bound of mutual information based
on Donsker–Varadhan representation of KL divergence (Donsker
& Varadhan, 1983):

L(p, q; X, yt ) = Eq(zp |X)q(ze |X)q(zd |X) [log p(X|yt , zp , ze , zd )]

− DKL (q(zp |X) ∥ N (0, I)) − DKL (q(ze |X) ∥ N (0, I))
− DKL (q(zd |X) ∥ N (0, I))

(3)

where the negative expectation term is referred to as the reconstruction loss.
The real-valued, prosodic feature based attribute representation does not need complex listening to identify the perceptual
meaning of each dimension, also does not need to choose a suitable dimensionality for each variable. The dimensions for explicit
control of the individual prosody attributes are deterministic and
interpretable. It is also better to avoid the dummy dimensions for
improving the modeling capacity of the individual attributes.

I(zp , ze , zd ) ≥ IΘ (zp , ze , zd )

5.2. Mutual information minimization for attribute separation

= sup EPzp ,ze ,zd [Tθ ] − log (EPzp ∗Pze ∗Pzd [eTθ ])

(4)

θ ∈Θ

where IΘ (zp , ze , zd ) is the lower bound of mutual information,
T can be any function that makes the two expectations in the
above equation finite. Here, we follow Belghazi et al. (2018) to
use a DNN network for T with parameter θ ∈ Θ , which allows
us to estimate the mutual information between three prosody
attribute variables by maximizing this lower bound with respect
to T through gradient descent. Fig. 4 shows the internal modules
in the DNN network, which consists of an FC layer, a bilinear layer
and three FC layers. To avoid the possible problem of gradient

Although the above real-valued, prosodic features can enhance
the representational and interpretable contributions of individual
prosody attributes, there are still two shortcomings. Firstly, it
separately generates individual prosody attribute representations
to enhance interpretability of individual prosody attributes. There
exists an infinite number of bijective mappings (Locatello, et al.,
2019) from the learned attribute representation space to another space with the same marginal distribution, but the two
representation spaces are fully entangled, so the disentangled
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{yi } ← {EC (ci )|i = 1, 2..., b}
{zpi } ← {EP (xpi )|i = 1, 2..., b}
{zdi } ← {ED (xdi )|i = 1, 2..., b}
{zei } ← {EE (xei )|i = 1, 2..., b}
∑b
∑b T (zp ,zd ,ze )
p
1
d
e
i i i )
LMI = 1b
i=1 T (zi , zi , zi ) − log( b
i=1 e
∑
p
b
1
d
e
L= b
i=1 ∥ D(yi , zi , zi , zi ) − Xi ∥1 +λ ∗ max(0, LMI )
D = D − ϵ ▽D L
EP = EP − ϵ ▽EP L
ED = ED − ϵ ▽ED L
EE = EE − ϵ ▽EE L
T = T + ϵ ▽T LMI

vanishing, we do not use the tanh activation function in DNN
network. Instead, we apply ReLU activation function to all layers
in DNN network. First, we randomly shuffle the order of sentences
in a batch, where the zp , ze and zd from a sentence are all paired
with each other, to make the shuffled ones as input to the DNN
network, respectively, to avoid possible over- or underfitting in
DNN network training. In other words, zp from sentence i is paired
with ze and zd from sentence i instead of ze and zd from sentence j.
In the experiments, the batch size is set to 32. To concatenate the
zp , ze and zd with the text encoder output, as shown in Section 3,
the zp , ze and zd are first passed through an FC layer to make
sure their dimension equal to the text encoder output. As described above, actually the mutual information between random
variables is equivalent to the KL divergence between their joint
distribution and the product of marginal distributions. Since it is
intractable to calculate the mutual information between the three
prosody attribute variables, we compute the mutual information
between any two of the three prosody attribute variables via the
DNN network. And the KL divergence is computed by using their
corresponding means and standard deviations in a closed form.
Hence, after the DNN network, we adopt two separate FC layers,
each with 128 tanh hidden units, to generate their corresponding
means and standard deviations, respectively. Note that all layers
in the DNN network are multiplexed and shared by the zp , ze and
zd . In this way, we can estimate the mutual information between
every pair of the three prosody attribute variables.
We minimize the reconstruction loss and the estimated mutual information along the prosody attribute variables. Since the
mutual information is always non-negative, we clip the estimated
mutual information to zero if it is negative. The clipped value
is not only a better estimate of the mutual information than
the non-clipped one (because the true mutual information is
always non-negative), it also avoids minimizing a function that
is unbounded from below. Thus, the overall objective function
is a min–max problem where we maximize the lower-bound of
mutual information, IΘ , and minimize the mutual information
and the reconstruction loss: minzp ,ze ,zd ,yt maxΘ {∥D(zp , ze , zd , yt ) −
X ∥1 + λ ∗ max(0, IΘ (zp , ze , zd ))}, where λ is a preset hyperparameter for balancing the two loss functions. In our experiments, we find the optimization results are insensitive to the
choice of λ, hence we set λ = 0.1. Similar to common GAN training (Goodfellow, et al., 2014), we update the speech synthesis
model and the mutual information estimator function, Tθ , alternatively in each step of the training process. By optimizing them, we
can jointly ensure the quality of speech reconstruction, and make
individual attribute representations independent of each other.
Details on the implementation of the proposed training method
are provided in Algorithm 1.

end while
6. Experiments and results
6.1. Basic experimental setup
All experiments are conducted on a public, English corpus used
in the Blizzard Challenge 2013.1 It is a single-channel database of
∼19 h of speech, recorded by a single female English speaker with
rich prosody. We remove long silence (> 0.1 sec) at the beginning
and ending of each utterance. Log magnitude spectrogram is extracted as target speech representations with a Hanning window
of 50 ms and 12.5 ms frame shift. Phoneme sequences are used
as the text input. Following Fig. 3 in Section 5.1, we first align
the phoneme sequence with the corresponding speech features.
The duration of each phoneme is calculated along the alignment
path. The F0 and energy are respectively extracted by using the
WORLD vocoder (Morise et al., 2016) from the aligned wav files,
which are then averaged in all frames of a phoneme to make
them piece wise continuous. We extend frame of the duration to
frame rate of the F0 and energy according to the frame number.
The generated prosodic features, F0 , energy and duration, are then
used as input to the corresponding VAE modules. For all different
systems in our experiments, we train ∼350k steps with a single
Nvidia Tesla P40 GPU, and the batch size is 32. The models on
which we conduct experiments include:

• VAE-DR (baseline): We introduce a VAE into Tacotron 2

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the proposed training method
p

Input: Pairs of prosodic features and text (xi , xdi , xei , ci );
p
xi , xdi , xei : prosodic features (F0 , duration, energy) obtained from
speech Xi ;
ci : phoneme sequences.
Output: EC , D, EP , ED , EE ;
EC : text encoder; D: decoder;
EP : pitch VAE module; ED :duration VAE module; EE : energy VAE
module.
∑
EC , D, EP , ED , EE ← arg minEC ,D,EP ,ED ,EE
i ∥
p

D(EC (ci), EP (xi ), ED (xdi ), EE (xei )) − Xi ∥1
D, EP , ED , EE , T ← initialization with random weights
while D, EP , ED , EE , T not converged do
p
Sample and randomly shuffle a mini-batch of (xi , xdi , xei , ci );
i = 1, 2..., b

network (Shen, et al., 2018) to model latent attributes in
a disentangled fashion. The VAE architecture is presented
in Section 4.1, and the description of VAE for disentangled
representation learning can be found in Section 4.2. We
denote the baseline model as VAE-DR;
• VAE-PF: We propose to adopt three separated VAE modules
for explicit, individually extracted prosodic features, i.e., F0 ,
energy and duration, to enhance the interpretability and
reliability of individual prosody attribute control, which is
denoted as VAE-PF. The detailed description of VAE-PF is in
Section 5.1;
• VAE-MI: We further utilize mutual information minimization estimation as additive bias in individual attribute variables to reduce the entanglements of individual prosody
attribute representations in VAE-PF approach, which is denoted as VAE-MI. In Section 5.2 we describe the VAE-MI
method in detail;
• GST∗ : We replace the reference encoder and Tactron (Wang,
et al., 2017) of original GST framework (Wang, et al., 2018)
with the reference encoder discussed in Section 4.1 and
Tactron 2 (Shen, et al., 2018) to build the GST-based model
and make a fair comparison, which is denoted as GST∗ . The
details on the GST∗ are presented in Section 6.5.
1 The dataset is available at http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/blizzard/2013/
lessac_blizzard2013/.
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Table 1
Quantitative evaluation of pitch and speech rate control of VAE-DR system.
Target dimension

Metric

µzl,d − 3σ zl,d

Pitch (d = 8)

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

3.08

2.81

Speech rate (d = 3)

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

198.6
−1.06
2.36

−1.07

µzl,d

µzl,d + 3σ zl,d

176.5

185.1

−1.06

−1.06

202.6
−1.05
2.53

189.3
2.83

in the following experiments. For the parallel WaveNet vocoder
(Den Oord, et al., 2018), there are totally 30 dilated layers, where
each of 10 layers shares the dilatation pattern 20 , 21 , . . . , 29 . Both
the causal convolution and the 1 × 1 residual convolution have
256 channels, while the channel number of the convolutions in
skip-connection is 2048.

179.4
−1.08
3.22

6.3. Analysis of VAE-based disentangled representation
The VAE-based disentangled representation framework (Hsu,
et al., 2019) learns a representation, which disentangles speech
attributes, to make them to be controllable. Specially, latent dimensions of the framework are assumed to be conditionally independent. But individual dimensions only capture salient features
and cannot provide an interpretable and completely independent
control over individual attributes. We firstly build such a VAEbased disentangled representation model (i.e., VAE-DR) to analyze
the details of latent dimensions. For the VAE architecture, it
contains a recurrent reference encoder, followed by two FC layers
to generate the mean and standard deviation of latent variables,
zl .
We use 16-dimensional zl to capture the speech attributes one
would like to control, such as style and prosody attributes. We can
judge whether the individual speech attributes can be controlled
through adjusting single target dimension d of the zl while fixing
others. We randomly draw 10 samples of seed zl from the prior,
deterministically set the target dimension d to µzl,d − 3σ zl,d , µzl,d
and µzl,d + 3σ zl,d to construct modified z∗l , where µzl,d and σ zl,d are
the mean and standard deviation of the marginal distribution of
the target dimension d. We then synthesize a set of the same 20
text sequences for each of the 30 resulting values of z∗l . For each
value of the target dimension, we compute the averaged metric
over 200 synthesized utterances (10 seed zl × 20 text inputs).
Since the VAE-DR model is fully unsupervised, it is not obvious to interpret the corresponding latent components without
performing complex listening tests to find their perceptual attributes. In practice, we find that majority of the dimensions are
interpretable after the extensive subjective tests. For example, the
3rd dimension corresponds to the speech rate attribute and the
8th dimension correlates well with the pitch attribute, but no
dimension seems to address the volume attribute. In other words,
the VAE-DR system cannot control the volume attribute. We also
find that there are some spurious don’t-care dimensions which
do not affect the model output. For example, the VAE-DR model
has two don’t-care dimensions of zl , d = 1 and d = 11, which
do not seem to affect the output. As a result, certain dimensions
are not interpretable in their prosody control capability in the
VAE-DR system and experimental trials are necessary to find an
appropriate dimensionality of zl .
To objectively evaluate the prosody control performance of
the VAE-DR model, we use 3 metrics: the averaged F0 in voiced
frames, the averaged energy (in log scale) and the averaged
speech duration. They can be used to measure the difference of
pitch, volume and speech rate between two samples. Table 1
shows quantitative evaluation of pitch and speech rate control of
VAE-DR system. In the pitch dimension, the measured F0 varies
from low to high, but a corresponding decrease of duration can
also be observed. Similarly, in the speech rate dimension, the
measured speech duration is changed along with the change of
speed rate, but a change of F0 is also observed. These observations imply that by manipulating individual dimensions of the
zl , d = 3 and d = 8, the target attribute can be controlled, but
other attributes can also be affected unintentionally. This crossattribute effect in prosody control makes independent control of
individual prosody attribute difficult. It is observed that VAE-DR
model cannot control the volume attribute, the measured energy

To reconstruct speech with the predicted Mel-spectrogram,
we train a parallel WaveNet vocoder conditioned on the groundtruth Mel-spectrogram (Den Oord, et al., 2018; Shen, et al., 2018).
A parallel WaveNet trained with ground truth-aligned predicted
features can usually improve the model performance (Shen, et al.,
2018), we use the same parallel WaveNet (Den Oord, et al., 2018)
for fair comparisons across all different systems.
We conduct Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and preference listening tests (A/B) to evaluate the performance of different experimental systems subjectively. 20 listeners take part in the
subjective evaluations, where 30 randomly selected utterances in
each attribute dimension are provided in each testing session.2
The F0 Frame Error (FFE) (Chu & Alwan, 2009) is used to quantify objectively the reconstruction distortion of different systems,
where 30 randomly selected utterances in each attribute are provided in each testing session. FFE combines the voicing decision
error and F0 error metrics to capture how well F0 information,
which forms a major component of the prosody, is retained.
6.2. Model details of common components
As shown in Fig. 1 in Section 3, the framework of our interpretable prosody attribute separation model consists of 3 subsystems: three VAE modules; a mutual information neural estimator;
and a Tacotron 2 network (Shen, et al., 2018). For the reference
encoder sub-module in each VAE module, each convolutional
layer is composed of 3 × 3 filters with a 2 × 2 stride, ReLU
activation. Batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) is applied
to every layer. The number of filters in each layer doubles at half
of the down-sampling rate: 32, 32, 64, 64, 128, 128. The output
of convolution stack is fed into a unidirectional LSTM with 128
units, and all LSTM states are averaged to serve as the reference
embedding. The mutual information neural estimator consists of
a DNN network as shown in Fig. 4 in Section 5.2, followed by two
separate FC layers with 128 tanh hidden units.
In the Tacotron 2 part, text encoder contains three 1-D convolutional layers with 512 filters and 5 × 1 shape, followed by
a bidirectional LSTM layer of 256 units using zoneout (Krueger,
et al., 2017) with probability 0.1. The resulting text encodings
are simply concatenated by individual attribute representations
and then are consumed by a location-sensitive attention mechanism (Chorowski et al., 2015) which converts encoded sequence
to a fixed-length context vector for each decoder output step.
The pre-net is comprised of two FC layers of 256 hidden ReLU
units and the hidden size of a stack of two uni-directional LSTM
layers is 1024. There is a five-layer convolutional post-net, where
each post-net layer consists of 512 filters with shape 5 × 1 with
batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015), followed by tanh
activations on all but the final layer.
We built different systems to analyze the performance of
the VAE-based disentangled representation model (Hsu, et al.,
2019) and the proposed interpretable prosody attribute separation methods. The difference of each system will be described
2 Samples can be found at https://xiaochunan.github.io/prosody/index.html.
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Table 2
FFE and MOS evaluations of VAE-DR systems with different dimensionality of
zl , and MOS evaluation with 95% confidence interval.
zl dimensionality

FFE

MOS

8
16
32

63.6%
55.3%
51.6%

3.55 ± 0.17
3.67 ± 0.14
3.83 ± 0.11

without using any prosodic labels. Different from our previous
architecture (An et al., 2019), the introduced approaches improve independent controllability of individual prosody attributes
while providing the interpretability and reliability of individual
attribute control. In this section, we conduct experiments to
analyze the performance of the proposed interpretable prosody
attribute separation methods.

Table 3
Quantitative evaluation of individual prosody attribute control of VAE-PF system,
where z∗ denotes zp , ze and zd , respectively.
Prosody attribute

Metric

µ z∗ − 3 σ z∗

µ z∗

µz∗ + 3σ z∗

Pitch (zp )

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

171.8
−1.76
3.01

190.4
−1.03
2.89

222.7
0.62
2.75

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

190.6

198.3

Volume (ze )

−2.79

−1.64

3.13

2.98

207.1
0.87
2.90

Speech rate (zd )

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

202.5
−0.52
2.25

−1.17

193.0
2.86

6.4.1. Experiments on real-valued, prosodic feature attribute representation
To achieve the interpretability of individual prosody attribute
control, we propose to use the real-valued, prosodic features to
learn individual prosody attribute representations (i.e., VAE-PF).
We use 3 separated VAEs for the 3 corresponding prosodic features, F0 , energy and duration, and they are separately processed
by the 3 VAEs to study the effects of individual prosody attribute
representations, zp , ze and zd . Note that the zp , ze and zd are all
one-dimensional, and they are all assigned for controlling their
target attributes. This arrangement improves the VAE modeling
capacity for the assigned prosody attributes. If we set zp , ze and
zd to have a dimension greater than 1, we will not be able to
associate perceptual relevance to the coordinate components in
the vector zp , ze and zd , and it will result in a low interpretability
problem and difficulty for direct control. Complex and tedious
subjective listening tests need to be performed to identify the
perceptual meaning of each coordinate in zp , ze and zd , and they
are particularly difficult in a fine-grained scale.
We investigate the controlling performance of individual
prosody attributes in the VAE-PF model and the results are
shown in Table 3. The selected samples of seed zp , ze and zd
are from the prior, the method of setting the target dimension
and inference text sequences are the same as those in VAEDR system. Table 3 clearly indicates that by adopting separated
prosodic features, we can significantly improve the interpretability of individual attribute control. Unlike the VAE-DR system,
all the VAE-PF systems can interpret the corresponding prosody
attributes. We also calculate 3 metrics, the averaged F0 in voiced
frames, the averaged energy (in log scale) and the averaged
speech duration, to evaluate the ability of the VAE-PF model for
controlling prosody attributes individually. When adjusting the
pitch attribute, zp , following the µzp − 3σ zp , µzp and µzp + 3σ zp ,
we find that the measured F0 changes from low to high, while
a minor cross-attribute effect is observed in both the volume
and speech rate attributes, where the measured energy (in log
scale) increases and the measured duration decreases with an
increasing pitch. Similarly, when the volume control varies from
low to high, measured energy varies from low to high, but both
pitch and duration change, where F0 increases and duration
decreases slightly. Similar cross-attribute results are observed
in speech rate control. These results are an indication that by
manipulating individual embedding components, zp , ze and zd , we
can control the corresponding attribute, but the proposed VAE-PF
system provides better interpretability and reliability of individual prosody control than the VAE-DR baseline. Demonstrations
of control over individual prosody attributes can be found at our
demo page.
We then conduct FFE and MOS evaluations of individual
prosody attribute control to quantify the reconstruction performance of the VAE-PF system. Here, σ is the standard deviation of
individual prosody attributes, zp , zd and ze . The results are shown
in Table 4 where the VAE-PF model achieves better FFE and
MOS in each attribute than the VAE-DR with 32-dimensional zl .
These results indicate that using the separated prosodic features
can enhance the individual prosody attribute representations and
improve the reconstruction quality.
As discussed above, except for volume attribute which is not
interpretable in VAE-DR system, the system VAE-DR and VAE-PF

185.5
−1.84
3.50

is essentially unchanged when the other two attributes, pitch and
speech rate, are under variable control. Demonstrations of pitch
and speech rate attribute control are given in the demo page.
To choose an appropriate dimension in VAE-DR model, we
vary the dimensionality of zl to measure the controlling effect.
In addition to the 16-dimensional vector, both 8-dimensional and
32-dimensional zl are also used for comparison. Similarly, we also
examine the control over individual attributes by varying a target
dimension d of the zl while fixing others. The selected samples
and the method of setting target dimension are the same as those
in 16-dimensional zl . Compared to 16-dimensional zl , we find
that increasing the dimensionality of zl from 16 to 32 increases
the difficulty of interpreting each dimension, and the VAE-DR
system has more ‘‘don’t care’’ dimensions in zl . Similar to the 16dimensional zl , we also cannot find the volume dimension in the
32-dimensional setup, but the pitch and speech rate dimensions
can be found. On the other hand, reducing the dimensionality to
8 can result in insufficient modeling capacity for latent attributes,
and all individual attributes are entangled together, especially the
prosody related attributes. The attribute controlled by a certain
dimension becomes less unique and we observed a dimension
can be both the pitch and the speech rate related. Therefore, the
MOS and FFE evaluations are conducted for the VAE-DR systems
with 8-dimension, 16-dimension and 32-dimension zl , as shown
in Table 2, to quantify their reconstruction performance. Here, σ l
is the corresponding standard deviation of the 8-dimension, 16dimension and 32-dimension zl . A lower value is better for the
FFE distortion while a higher score is better for MOS subjective
score. We can see that the results of the 32-dimension zl is the
best, which indicates that increasing the dimension of zl improves
reconstruction quality. However, this would reduce interpretability and generalization of the latent attribute control. Reducing the
dimension of zl results in poor modeling of latent attributes and
weakening precise control of the corresponding speech attributes.
Overall, for the VAE-DR model, we find the 16-dimension zl is
the best compromise to capture the salient attributes for effective
prosody control.
6.4. On the effects of the interpretable attribute separation
Considering the inadequacy of the VAE-based disentangled
representation model (Hsu, et al., 2019), we propose to apply
two interpretable prosody attribute separation methods to make
the representations for individual prosody attribute independent
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Fig. 5. Preference test results between VAE-DR and VAE-PF.
Table 4
FFE and MOS evaluations of VAE-PF systems with different prosody attributes,
and MOS evaluation with 95% confidence interval.
Prosody attribute

FFE

MOS

Pitch (zp )
Volume (ze )
Speech rate (zd )

40.8%
42.5%
44.9%

3.92 ± 0.08
3.91 ± 0.07
3.87 ± 0.12

Fig. 6. Visualization of learned zp , ze and zd using two-dimensional t-SNE
projected embeddings in the VAE-PF model. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 5
Quantitative evaluation of individual prosody attribute control of VAE-MI system,
where z∗ denotes zp , ze and zd , respectively.
Prosody attribute

Metric

µ z∗ − 3 σ z∗

µ z∗

µz∗ + 3σ z∗

Pitch (zp )

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

161.5
−1.19
2.85

198.6
−1.19
2.85

230.0
−1.19
2.85

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

192.6

192.6

Volume (ze )

−3.05

−1.03

2.85

2.85

192.6
1.07
2.85

Speech rate (zd )

F0 (Hz)
Energy (dB)
Duration (s)

192.6
−1.19
1.90

−1.19

192.6
2.86

192.6
−1.19
3.65

Fig. 7. Visualization of learned zp , ze and zd using two-dimensional t-SNE
projected embeddings in the VAE-MI model.
Table 6
FFE and MOS evaluations of VAE-MI systems with different prosody attributes,
and MOS evaluation with 95% confidence interval.

can control both pitch and speech rate. To further confirm the
benefits of the VAE-PF, we conduct A/B preference tests in pitch
and speech rate dimensions between the system VAE-DR and
VAE-PF. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where VAE-DR system
uses 16-dimensional zl . The results demonstrate that with the
separated prosodic features and separated 3 VAE modules, the
VAE-PF model can significantly improve the synthesis quality
over VAE-DR system.
However, when we adjust one prosody attribute dimension,
there are still variations in the other attribute dimensions. Considering that we use separated prosodic features to learn individual prosody attribute representations, the generated individual
attribute representation spaces may be correlated, which may
not be desirable for independent control over individual prosody
attributes. So we further analyze the prosody attribute representation spaces by visualizing the learned pitch, volume and speech
rate attribute representations, zp , ze and zd , using t-SNE (Der
Maaten & Hinton, 2008), which is a technique for projecting highdimensional vectors into a two-dimensional space. Results are
shown in Fig. 6, where we use the same 30 utterances of each
prosody attributes and each point corresponds to the projected zp
or ze or zd of a single utterance. Points are color-coded according
to pitch, volume, and speech rate, respectively. In the figure, the
entangled clusters of zp , ze and zd show clearly that independent
control of individual prosody attributes is not successful.

Prosody attribute

FFE

MOS

Pitch (zp )
Volume (ze )
Speech rate (zd )

35.8%
36.7%
38.5%

4.02 ± 0.06
3.99 ± 0.07
3.96 ± 0.04

same testing utterances tested by VAE-PF are used. The projected
zp , ze and zd latent attributes are clearly separated into their
own clusters to show that individual prosody attribute representations after the minimization of their mutual information are
disentangled from each other.
In order to examine how effective the independent control of
VAE-MI model over individual prosody attributes is, we evaluate
performance along each individual attribute dimension, the results are shown in Table 5. The testing method is the same as
that in VAE-PF system. When just adjusting the pitch dimension
by using the µzp − 3σ zp , µzp and µzp + 3σ zp , the measured F0
varies from low to high, and the volume and speech rates essentially remain unchanged. Similarly, in the volume dimension, the
measured energy (in log scale) varies from low to high without
changing the pitch and speech rates. Similarly, when we vary
the speech rate control, both pitch and volume dimensions are
unchanged. These results clearly confirm that the VAE-MI can
exercise independent control over individual prosody attributes
in a reliable manner. Demonstrations of control over individual
prosody attributes are given in the demo page.
The FFE and MOS evaluations of individual prosody attribute
control are also conducted to assess the reconstruction performance of VAE-MI. Similarly, σ is separately the standard deviation
of individual prosody attribute, zp , zd and ze . The results are summarized in Table 6 where VAE-MI outperforms the VAE-PF significantly in each dimension. The performance gain is essentially
contributed by the proposed mutual information minimization
scheme in decorrelating the individual prosody attributes.
Besides, we conduct A/B preference tests along individual
prosody attribute dimensions between the system VAE-PF and

6.4.2. Mutual information minimization for prosody attribute separation
With the VAE-PF, precise and direct prosody control has not
been successful since the individual prosody attribute representations, zp , ze and zd , remain highly entangled with each other.
The fact that the information in one attribute dimension can
leak into other attribute dimensions has made the independent
control along individual attributes difficult. We further propose
to minimize the mutual information between different prosody
attributes in VAE-PF to make them more independent (i.e., VAEMI). The t-SNE results of VAE-MI are shown in Fig. 7, where the
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Fig. 9. Preference test results between GST∗ and VAE-MI.

7. Conclusion
Fig. 8. Preference test results between VAE-PF and VAE-MI.

In this paper, we investigate how to train a neural TTS for
direct and independent prosody control along different attribute
dimensions in an interpretable and reliable manner. To alleviate
cross-attribute interactions in prosody control, we proposed two
approaches: (1) adopting 3 individual VAE modules to isolate the
real-valued, prosody information in F0 , energy and duration; (2)
minimizing the mutual information between different prosody
attributes to further reduce the cross-attribute interactions in
prosody control. The scatter diagrams of t-SNE demonstrate the
correlations between prosody attributes can be well disentangled
by minimizing their mutual information. The prosody control
performance of the proposed approaches has been quantitatively
measured objectively by distortions and subjectively with MOS
and A/B comparison listening tests, respectively. Both the objective and subjective evaluations show that the proposed prosody
control is effective and MOS scores and A/B preference are improved progressively with the proposed approaches over various
baseline systems.

Table 7
FFE and MOS evaluations of GST∗ system, and MOS evaluation with 95%
confidence interval.
Model

FFE

MOS

GST∗

65.3%

3.48 ± 0.11

VAE-MI, the results are shown in Fig. 8, where the listeners give
more preferences to the VAE-MI system, showing that adding
the mutual information minimization estimation in individual
prosody attribute representations improves reconstruction quality and yields more precise individual attribute control.
6.5. Comparison with GST-based models
This goal of this research is to solve the problem of interpretable and independent prosody control with separate VAEs,
we like to compare our approach with GST-based model proposed previously. For a fair comparison, we replace the reference
encoder and Tactron (Wang, et al., 2017) of original GST framework (Wang, et al., 2018) with the reference encoder discussed
in Section 4.1 and Tactron 2 (Shen, et al., 2018) to build the
GST-based model with the same training and testing data, which
is denoted as GST∗ . During training, the log-mel spectrogram of
the training target is fed to the reference encoder followed by
a style token layer. The resulting style embedding is used to
condition the Tacotron 2 text encoder states. During inference,
we can feed an arbitrary reference signal to synthesize text with
its speaking style. Alternatively, we can remove the reference
encoder and directly control synthesis using the learned tokens.
In the experiment, 10 style tokens are used as a condition control
of the speaking style and prosody. Similar to the VAE-DR baseline,
the GST∗ model is also a fully unsupervised system, which is
difficult to disentangle or interpret the latent variables for independent control. When evaluating the meaning of individual
tokens, we find that not every token can capture clean and
separated attributes. While some tokens may capture just the
speech rate attribute, others may represent the overall style in
the training data as a mixture of multiple attributes. For example,
a low F0 token can also encode a slower speech rate attribute or
a low volume attribute. Hence, the above objective metrics, the
average F0 , energy and speech duration, are not used separately
to evaluate the performance of the GST∗ model in each individual
attribute sense.
We conduct the FFE and MOS evaluations to quantify the
reconstruction performance of the GST∗ system, as shown in
Table 7. From the results, we find that the GST∗ model is significantly inferior to the proposed VAE-MI system in their synthesized speech, both objectively and subjectively.
An A/B preference test is similarly conducted between GST∗
and VAE-MI. The 30 utterances are randomly selected from the
two models separately and the results are shown in Fig. 9. The
subjective listeners give a higher preference to the proposed
approach than GST∗ , i.e., 46.4% to 25.7%, by a large margin.
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